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Fever

John Edgar Wideman
To Matthew Carey, Esq., who fled Philadelphia in its
hour of need and upon his return published a libelous
account of the behavior of black nurses and
undertakers, thereby injuring all people of my race
and especially those without whose unselfish,
courageous labours the city could not have survived
the late calamity.
. . . Consider Philadelphia from its centrical
situation, the extent of its commerce, the number of
its artificers, manufacturers and other
circumstances, to be to the United States what the
heart is to the human body in circulating the blood.
Robert Morris, 1777.

He stood staring through a tall window at the last days of No

vember. The trees were barren women starved for love and they'd

stripped off all their clothes, but nobody cared. And not one of
them gave a fuck about him, sifting among them, weightless and

naked, knowing just as well as they did, no hands would come to
touch them, warm them, pick leaves off the frozen ground and

stick them back in place. Before he'd gone to bed a flutter of insects

had stirred in the dark outside his study. Motion worrying the
corner of his eye till he turned and focused where light pooled on

the deck, a cone in which he could trap slants of snow so they
materialized into wet, gray feathers that blotted against the glass,
the planks of the deck. If he stood seven hours, dark would come
again. At some point his reflection would hang in the glass, a ship
from the other side of the world, docked in the ether. Days were
shorter now. A whole one spent wondering what goes wrong would
fly away, fly in the blink of an eye.

Perhaps, perhaps it may be acceptable to the reader to know
how we found the sick affected by the sickness; our opportunities
of hearing and seeing them have been very great. They were taken

with a chill, a headache, a sick stomach, with pains in the limbs
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and back, this was the way the sickness in general began, but all
were not affected alike, some appeared but slightly affected with
some of these symptoms, what confirmed us in the opinion of a
person being smitten was the colour of their eyes.

Victims in this low-lying city perished every year, and some
years were worse than others, but the worst by far was the long
hot dry summer of '93 when the dead and dying wrested control
of the city from the living. Most who were able, fled. The rich to
their mral retreats, others to relatives and friends in the country
side or neighboring towns. Some simply left, with no fixed destina
tion, the prospect of privation or starvation on the road preferable
to cowering in their homes awaiting the fever's fatal scratching at
their door. Busy streets deserted, commerce halted, members of
families shunning one another, the sick abandoned to suffer and
die alone. Fear ruled. From August when the first cases of fever
appeared below Water Street, to November when merciful frosts
ended the infestation, the city slowly deteriorated, as if it too could
suffer the terrible progress of the disease: fever, enfeeblement, vio

lent vomiting and diarrhea, helplessness, delirium, settled dejec
tion when patients concluded they must go, (so the phrase for
dying was) and therefore in a kind of fixed determined state of
mind went off.

In some it raged more furiously than in others—some have
languished for seven and ten days, and appeared to get better the
day, or some hours before they died, while others were cut off in
two or three days, but their complaints were familiar. Some lost

their reason and raged with all the fury madness could produce,
and died in strong convulsions. Others retained their reason to
the last and seemed rather to fall asleep than die.

Yellow Fever: an acute infectious disease of subtropical and
tropical New World areas, caused by a filterable virus transmitted

by a mosquito of the genus Aëdes and characterized by jaundice
and dark-colored vomit resulting from hemorrhages. Also called
yellow jack.
Dengue: an infectious, virulent tropical and subtropical disease
transmitted by mosquitoes and characterized by fever, rash and
severe pains in the joints. Also called breakbone fever, dandy.
[Spanish, of African origin, akin to Swahili kindinga.]
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Curled in the black hold of the ship he wonders why his life on

solid green earth had to end, why the gods had chosen this new
habitation for him, floating, chained to other captives, no air, no
light, the wooden walls shuddering, battered, as if some madman
is determined to destroy even this last pitiful refuge where he skids
in foul puddles of waste, bumping other bodies, skinning himself
on splintery beams and planks, always moving, shaken and spilled
like palm nuts in the diviner's fist, and Esu casts his fate, constant
motion, tethered to an iron ring.
In the darkness he can't see her, barely feels her light touch on
his fevered skin. Sweat thick as oil but she doesn't mind, straddles

him, settles down to do her work. She enters him and draws his
blood up into her belly. When she's full, she pauses, dreamy,
heavy. He could kill her then; she wouldn't care. But he doesn't.

Listens to the whine of her wings lifting her till the whimper is
lost in the roar and crash of waves, creaking wood, prisoners groan
ing. If she returns tomorrow and carries away another drop of him,
and the next day and the next, a drop each day, enough days, he'll

be gone. Shrink to nothing, slip out of this iron noose and disap
pear.

Aëdes aegypti: a mosquito of the family Culicidae, genus Aëdes
in which the female is distinguished by a long proboscis for suck
ing blood. This winged insect is a vector (an organism that carries
pathogens from one host to another) of yellow fever and dengue.

[New Latin Aëdes, from Greek aedes, unpleasant: a -, not + edos,
pleasant... ]
All things arrive in the waters and waters carry all things away.
So there is no beginning nor end, only the waters' flow, ebb, flood,
trickle, tides emptying and returning, salt seas and rivers and rain

and mist and blood, the sun drowning in an ocean of night, wet
sheen of dawn washing darkness from our eyes. This city is held
in the waters' palm. A captive as surely as I am captive. Long
fingers of river, Schuylkill, Delaware, the rest of the hand invis
ible; underground streams and channels feed the soggy flesh of
marsh, clay pit, sink, gutter, stagnant pool. What's not seen is
heard in the suck of footsteps through spring mud of unpaved
streets. Noxious vapors that sting your eyes, cause you to gag, spit
and wince are evidence of a presence, the dead hand cupping his
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city, the poisons that circulate through it, the sweat on its rotting

flesh.

No one has asked my opinion. No one will. Yet I have seen this
fever before, and though I can prescribe no cure, I could tell stories

of other visitations, how it came and stayed and left us, the pro
gress of disaster, its several stages, its horrors and mitigations.
My words would not save one life, but those mortally affrighted
by the fever, by the prospect of universal doom, might find solace
in knowing there are limits to the power of this scourge that has
befallen us, that some, yea, most will survive, that this condition
is temporary, a season, that the fever must disappear with the first

deep frosts and its disappearance is as certain as the fact it will
come again.
They say the rat's nest ships from Santo Domingo brought the
fever. Frenchmen and their black slaves fleeing black insurrection.

Those who've seen Barbados' Distemper say our fever is its twin
in the tropical climate of the hellish Indies. I know better. I hear
the drum, the forest's heartbeat, pulse of the sea that chains the
moon's wandering, the spirit's journey. Its throb is source and
promise of all things being connected, a mirror storing everything,

forgetting nothing. To explain the fever we need no boatloads of
refugees, ragged and wracked with killing fevers, bringing death
to our shores. We have bred the affliction without our breasts.

Each solitary heart contains all the world's tribes, and its precari

ous dance echoes the drum's thunder. We are our ancestors and

our children, neighbors and strangers to ourselves. Fever descends
when the waters that connect us are clogged with filth. When our

seas are garbage. The waters cannot come and go when we are

shut off one from the other, each in his frock coat, wig, bonnet,

apron, shop, shoes, skin, behind locks, doors, sealed faces, our
blood grows thick and sluggish. Our bodies void infected fluids.
Then we are dry and cracked as a desert country, vital parts wither,
all dust and dry bones inside. Fever is a drought consuming us from
within. Discolored skin caves in upon itself, we burn, expire.

I regret there is so little comfort in this explanation. It takes
into account neither climatists nor contagionists, flies in the face
of logic and reason, the good Doctors of the College of Physicians
who would bleed us, purge us, quarantine, plunge us in icy baths,
starve us, feed us elixirs of bark and wine, sprinkle us with gun

powder, drown us in vinegar according to the dictates of their
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various healing sciences. Who, then, is this foolish, old man who
receives his wisdom from pagan drums in pagan forests? Are these

the delusions of one whose brain the fever has already begun to
gnaw? Not quite. True, I have survived other visitations of the
fever, but while it prowls this city, I'm in jeopardy again as you
are, because I claim no immunity, no magic. The messenger who
bears the news of my death will reach me precisely at the stroke

determined when it was determined I should tumble from the void

and taste air the first time. Nothing is an accident. Fever grows in

the secret places of our hearts, planted there when one of us de
cided to sell one of us to another. The drum must pound ten thou
sand-thousand years to drive that evil away.

Fires burn on streetcomers. Gunshots explode inside wooden
houses. Behind him a carter's breath, expelled in low, labored
pants, warns him to edge closer to housefronts forming one wall
of a dark, narrow, twisting lane. Thick wheels furrow the unpaved
street. In the fireglow the cart stirs a shimmer of dust, faint as a
halo, a breath smear on a mirror. Had the man locked in the traces
of the cart cursed him or was it just a wheeze of exertion, a com
plaint addressed to the unforgiving weight of his burden? Creaking

wheels, groaning wood, plodding footsteps, the cough of dust,
bulky silhouette blackened as it lurches into brightness at the
block's end. All gone in a moment. Sounds, motion, sight extin
guished. What remained, as if trapped by a lid clamped over the
lane, was the stench of dead bodies. A stench cutting through the
ubiquitous pall of vinegar and gunpowder. Two, three, four corpses

being hauled to Potter's Field, trailed by the unmistakable wake
of decaying flesh. He'd heard they raced their carts to the burial
ground. Two or three entering Potter's Field from different direc
tions would acknowledge one another with challenges, raised fists,
gather their strength for a last dash to the open trenches where
they tip their cargoes. Their brethren would wager, cheer, toast the

victor with tots of rum. He could hear the rumble of coffins crash

ing into a common grave, see the comical chariots bouncing, the
men's legs pumping, faces contorted by fires that blazed all night
at the burial ground. Shouting and curses would hang in the torpid
night air, one more nightmare troubling the city's sleep.
He knew this warren of streets as well as anyone. Night or day
he could negotiate the twists and turnings, avoid cul-de-sacs, find
the river even if his vision was obscured in tunnel-like alleys. He
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anticipated when to duck a jutting signpost, knew how to find
doorways where he was welcome, wooden steps down to a cobbled
terrace overlooking the water where his shod foot must never tres
pass. Once beyond the grand houses lining one end of Water Street,
in this quarter of hovels, beneath these wooden sheds leaning
shoulder to shoulder were cellars and caves dug into the earth,
poorer men's dwellings under these houses of the poor, an invisible
region where his people burrow, pull earth like blanket and quilt
round themselves to shut out cold and dampness, sleeping multi
tudes to a room, stacked and cross-hatched and spoonfashion,
themselves the only fuel, heat of one body passed to others and
passed back from all to one. Can he blame the lucky ones who are
strong enough to pull the death carts, who celebrate and leap and
roar all night around the bonfires? Why should they return here?
Where living and dead, sick and well must lie face to face, shiver
ing or sweltering on the same dank floor.
Below Water Street the alleys proliferate. Named and nameless.
He knows where he's going but the fever has transformed even the
familiar. He'd been waiting in Dr. Rush's entrance hall. An English
mirror, oval framed in scalloped brass, drew him. He watched him
self glide closer, a shadow, a blur, then the shape of his face materi
alized from silken depths. A mask he did not recognize. He took
the thing he saw and murmured to it. Had he once been in control?
Could he tame it again? Like a garden ruined overnight, pillaged,
overgrown, trampled by marauding beasts. He stares at the chaos
until he can recall familiar contours of earth, seasons of planting,
harvesting, green shoots, nodding blossoms, scraping, digging, wa
tering. Once upon a time he'd cultivated this thing, this plot of
flesh and blood and bone, but what had it become? Who owned it
now? He'd stepped away. His eyes constructed another face and
set it there, between him and the wizened old man in the glass.
He'd aged twenty years in a glance and the fever possessed the
same power to alter suddenly what it touched. This city had grown
ancient and fallen into ruin in two months since early August
when the first cases of fever appeared. Something in the bricks,
mortar, beams and stones had gone soft, had lost its permanence.
When he entered sickrooms, walls fluttered, floors buckled. He
could feel roofs pressing down. Putrid heat expanding. In the bod
ies of victims. In rooms, buildings, streets, neighborhoods. Mem
branes that preserved the integrity of substances and shapes, kept
each in its proper place, were worn thin. He could poke his finger
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through yellowed skin. A stone wall. The eggshell of his skull.
What should be separated was running together. Threatened to
burst. Nothing contained the way it was supposed to be. No clear
lines of demarcation. A mongrel city. Traffic where there
shouldn't be traffic. An awful void opening around him, preparing

itself to hold explosions of bile, vomit, gushing bowels, ooze,
sludge, seepage.
Earlier in the summer, on a July afternoon, he'd tried to escape

the heat by walking along the Delaware. The water was unnatu
rally calm, isolated into stagnant pools by outcroppings of wharf
and jetty. A shelf of rotting matter paralleled the riveredge. As if
someone had attempted to sweep what was unclean and dead from

the water. Bones, skins, entrails, torn carcasses, unrecognizable
tatters and remnants broomed into a neat ridge. No sigh of the
breeze he'd sought, yet fumes from the rim of garbage battered him

in nauseating waves, a palpable medium intimate as wind. Beyond
the tidal line of refuse, a pale margin lapped clean by receding
waters. Then the iron river itself, flat, dark, speckled by sores of
foam that puckered and swirled, worrying the stillness with a life

of their own.

Spilled. Spoiled. Those words repeated themselves endlessly as
he made his rounds. Dr. Rush had written out his portion, his day's
share from the list of dead and dying. He'd purged, bled, comforted
and buried victims of the fever. In and out of homes that had

become tombs, prisons, charnel houses. Dazed children wandering
the streets, searching for their parents. How can he explain to a
girl, barely more than an infant, that the father and mother she
sobs for are gone from this earth? Departed. Expired. They are
resting, child. Asleep forever. In a far, far better place, my sweet,
dear, suffering one. In God's bosom. Wrapped in His incorruptible
arms. A dead mother with a dead baby at her breast. Piteous cries
of the helpless offering all they own for a drink of water. How does

he console the delirious boy who pummels him, fastens himself
on his leg because he's put the boy's mother in a box and now

must nail shut the lid?

Though light-headed from exhaustion, he's determined to spend
a few hours here, among his own people. But were these lost ones
really his people? The doors of his church were open to them, yet

these were the ones who stayed away, wasting their lives in vi
cious pastimes of the idle, the unsaved, the ignorant. His be

nighted brethren who'd struggled to reach this city of refuge and
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then, once inside the gates, had fallen, prisoners again, trapped by

chains of dissolute living as they'd formerly been snared in the
bonds of slavery. He'd come here and preached to them. Thieves,
beggars, loose women, debtors, fugitives, drunkards, gamblers, the
weak, crippled and outcast with nowhere else to go. They spurned
his church so he'd brought church to them, preaching in gin mills,
whoring dens, on street corners. He'd been jeered and hooted, spat

upon, clods of unnamable filth had spattered his coat. But a love
for them, as deep and unfathomable as his sorrow, his pity, brought

him back again and again, exhorting them, setting the gospel be
fore them so they might partake of its bounty, the infinite good

ness, blessed sustenance therein. Jesus had toiled among the
wretched, the outcast, that flotsam and jetsam deposited like a
ledge of filth on the banks of the city. He understood what had

brought the dark faces of his brethren north, to the Quaker prom
ise of this town, this cradle and capitol of a New World, knew the

misery they were fleeing, the bright star in the Gourd's handle
that guided them, the joy leaping in their hearts when at last, at

last the opportunity to be viewed as men instead of things was
theirs. He'd dreamed such dreams himself, oh yes, and prayed that
the light of hope would never be extinguished. He'd been praying

for deliverance, for peace and understanding when God had

granted him a vision, hordes of sable bondsmen throwing off their
chains, marching, singing, a path opening in the sea, the sea shak
ing its shaggy shoulders, resplendent with light and power. A radi

ance sparkling in this walkway through the water, pearls, dia

monds, spears of light. This was the glistening way home. Waters

parting, glory blinking and winking. Too intense to stare at, a

promise shimmering, a rainbow arching over the end of the path.
A hand tapped him. He'd waited for it to blend into the vision, for

its meaning to shine forth in the language neither word nor
thought God was speaking in His visitation. Tapping became a
grip. Someone was shoving him. He was being pushed off his
knees, hauled to his feet. Someone was snatching him from the
honeyed dream of salvation. When his eyes popped open he knew
the name of each church elder manhandling him. He knew with
out looking the names of the men whose hands touched him gen
tly, steering, coaxing, and those whose hands dug into his flesh,

the impatient, imperious, rough hands which shunned any contact
with him except as overseer or master.

Allen, Allen. Do you hear me? You and your people must not
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kneel at the front of the gallery. On your feet. Come. Come. Now.
On your feet.

Behind the last row of pews. There ye may fall down on your
knees and give praise.

And so we built our African house of worship. But its walls

could not imprison the Lord's word. Go forth. Go forth. And he did

so. To this sinful quarter. Tunnels, cellars and caves. Where no
sunlight penetrates. Where wind off the river cuts like a knife.
Chill of icy spray channeled here from the ocean's wintry depths.

Where each summer the brackish sea that is mouth and maw and

bowel deposits its waste in puddles stinking to high heaven.

Water Street becomes what it's named, rises round his ankles,
soaks his boots, threatens to drag him down. Patrolling these
murky depths he's predator, scavenger, the prey of some dagger

toothed creature whose shadow closes over him like a net.

When the first settlers arrived here they'd scratched caves into
the soft earth of the riverbank. Like ants. Rats. Gradually they'd
pushed inland, laying out a geometrical grid of streets, perpendicu
lar, true-angled and straight-edged, the mirror of their rectitude.
Black Quaker coats and dour visages were remembrances of mud,
darkness, the place of their lying-in, cocooned like worms, propa
gating dreams of a holy city. The latest' corners must always start
here, on this dotted line, in this riot of alleys, lanes, tunnels. Wave
after wave of immigrants unloaded here, winnowed here, dying in
these shanties, grieving in strange languages. But white faces move
on, bury their dead, bear their children, negotiate the invisible reef
between this broken place and the foursquare town. Learn enough
of their new tongue to say to the blacks they've left behind, thou

shah not pass.

I watched him bring the scalding liquid to his lips and thought
to myself that's where his color comes from. The black brew he
drinks every morning. Coloring him, changing him. A hue I had
not considered until that instant as other than absence, something
nonwhite and therefore its opposite, what light would be if extin

guished, sky or sea drained of the color blue when the sun disap
pears, the blackness of cinders. As he sips, steam rises. I peer into

the cup that's become mine, at the moon in its center, waxing,
waning. A light burning in another part of the room caught there,

as my face would be if I leaned over the cup's hot mouth. But I
have no wish to see my face. His is what I study as I stare into my
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cup and see not absence, but the presence of wood darkly stained,
wet plowed earth, a boulder rising from a lake, blackly glistening

as it sheds crowns and beards and necklaces of water. His color

neither neglect nor abstention, nor mystery, but a swelling tide in
his skin of this bitter morning beverage it is my habit to imbibe.
We were losing, clearly losing the fight. One day in mid-Septem
ber, fifty-seven were buried before noon.

He'd begun with no preamble. Our conversation taken up again
directly as if the months since our last meeting were no more than
a cobweb his first words lightly brush away. I say conversation but

a better word would be soliloquy because I was only a listener, a
witness learning his story, a story buried so deeply he couldn't
recall it, but dreamed pieces, a conversation with himself, a reverie
with the power to sink us both into its unreality. So his first words
did not begin the story where I remembered him ending it in our

last session, but picked up midstream the ceaseless play of voices
only he heard, always, summoning him, possessing him, enabling
him to speak, to be.
Despair was in my heart. The fiction of our immunity had been
exposed for the vicious lie it was, a not-so-subtle device for wrest
ing us from our homes, our loved ones, the afflicted among us, and
sending us to aid strangers. First they blamed us, called the sick
ness Barbados Fever, a contagion from those blood-soaked islands,
brought to these shores by refugees from the fighting in Santo
Domingo. We were not welcome anywhere. A dark skin was seen
not only as a badge of shame for its wearer. Now we were evil
incarnate, the mask of long agony and violent death. Black ser
vants were discharged. The draymen, carters, barbers, caterers,
oyster sellers, street vendors could find no custom. It mattered not
that some of us were born here and spoke no language but the
English language, second-, even third-generation African Ameri
cans who knew no other country, who laughed at the antics of
newly landed immigrants, Dutchmen, Welshmen, Scots, Irish,
Frenchmen who had turned our marketplaces into Babel, stomping
along in their clodhopper shoes, strange costumes, haughty airs,
lowlander gibberish that sounded like men coughing or dogs bark
ing. My fellow countrymen searching everywhere but in their own
hearts, the foulness upon which this city is erected, to lay blame
on others for the killing fever, pointed their fingers at foreigners
and called it Palatine fever, a pestilence imported from those low
countries in Europe where, I have been told, war for control of the
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sea lanes, the human cargoes transported thereupon, has raged for
a hundred years.
But I am losing the thread, the ironical knot I wished to untangle

for you. How the knife was plunged in our hearts, then cruelly
twisted. We were proclaimed carriers of the fever and treated as
pariahs, but when it became expedient to command our services
to nurse the sick and bury the dead, the previous allegations were
no longer mentioned. Urged on by desperate counselors, the Mayor
granted us a blessed immunity. We were ordered to save the city.
I swear to you, and the bills of mortality, published by the other
wise unreliable Mr. Carey, support my contention, that the fever

dealt with us severely. Among the city's poor and destitute the
fever's ravages were most deadly and we are always the poorest of
the poor. If an ordinance forbidding ringing of bells to mourn the

dead had not been passed, that awful tolling would have marked
our days, the watches of the night in our African American com
munity, as it did in those environs of the city we were forbidden
to inhabit. Every morning before I commenced my labors for the
sick and dying, I would hear moaning, screams of pain, fearful cries
and supplications, a chorus of lamentations scarring daybreak, my
people awakening to a nightmare that was devouring their will to

live.

The small strength I was able to muster each morning was
sorely tried the moment my eyes and ears opened upon the suffer
ings of my people, the reality that gave the lie to the fiction of our

immunity. When my duties among the whites were concluded,
how many nights did I return and struggle till dawn with victims

here, my friends, parishioners, wandering sons of Africa whose
faces I could not look upon without seeing my own. I was com
mandeered to rise and go forth to the general task of saving the
city, forced to leave this neighborhood where my skills were sorely
needed. I cared for those who hated me, deserted the ones I loved,

who loved me.

I recite the story many, many times to myself, let many voices
speak to me till one begins to sound like the sea or rain or my feet
those mornings shuffling through thick dust.

We arrived at Bush Hill early. To spare ourselves a long trek in
the oppressive heat of day. Yellow haze hung over the city. Plumes
of smoke from blazes in Potter's Field, from fires on streetcomers
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curled above the rooftops, lending the dismal aspect of a town
sacked and burned. I've listened to the Santo Domingans tell of the
burning of Cap François. Flow the capital city was engulfed by fires

set in cane fields by the rebelling slaves. Horizon in flames all

night as they huddled offshore in ships, terrified, wondering where

next they'd go, if any port would permit them to land, empty
handed slaves, masters whose only wealth now was naked black
bodies locked in the hold, wide-eyed witnesses of an empire's
downfall, chanting, moaning, uncertain as the sea rocked them,
whether or not anything on earth could survive the fearful confla
gration consuming the great city of Cap François.

Dawn breaking on a smoldering landscape, writhing columns
of smoke, a general cloud of haze the color of a fever victim's eyes.
I turn and stare at it a moment, then fall in again with my brother's
footsteps trudging through untended fields girding Bush Hill.
From a prisoner-of-war ship in New York harbor where the Brit
ish had interned him he'd seen that city shed its graveclothes of
fog. Morning after morning it would paint itself damp and gray, a
flat sketch on the canvas of sky, a tentative, shivering screen of
housefronts, sheds, sprawling warehouses floating above the river.
Then shadows and hollows darkened. A jumble of masts, spars,
sails began to sway, little boats plied lanes between ships, tiny
figures inched along wharves and docks, doors opened, windows
slid up or down, lending an illusion of depth and animation to the
portrait. This city infinitely beyond his reach, this charade other
men staged to mock him, to mark the distance he could not travel,
the shore he'd never reach, the city, so to speak, came to life and
with its birth each morning dropped the palpable weight of his
despair. His loneliness and exile. Moored in pewter water, on an
island that never stopped moving but never arrived anywhere. The
city a mirage of light and air, chimera of paint, brush and paper,
mattered naught except that it was denied him. It shimmered.
Tolled. Unsettled the watery place where he was sentenced to
dwell. Conveyed to him each morning the same doleful tidings:
the dead are legion, the living a froth on dark, layered depths. But
you are neither, and less than both. Each night he dreamed it
burning, razed the city till nothing remained but a dry, black crust,

crackling, crunching under his boots as he strides, king of the
nothing he surveys.
We passed holes dug into the earth where the sick are interred.
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Some died in these shallow pits, awash in their own vomited and
voided filth, before a bed in the hospital could be made ready for
them. Others believed they were being buried alive and unable to
crawl out howled till reason or strength deserted them. A few, past
caring, slept soundly in these ditches, resisted the attendants sent
to rouse them and transport them inside once they realized they

were being resurrected to do battle again with the fever. I'd

watched the red-bearded French doctor from Santo Domingo with

his charts and assistants inspecting this zone, his salle d'attend
he called it, greeting and reassuring new arrivals, interrogating
them, nodding and bowing, hurrying from pit to pit, peering down
at his invisible patients like a gardener tending his seeds.
An introduction to the grave, a way into the hospital that prefig
ured the way most would leave it. That's what this bizarre rite of
admission had seemed at first. But through this and other peculiar
stratagems, Deveze with his French practice had transformed Bush
Hill from lazarium to a clinic where victims of the fever, if not too
weak upon arrival, stood a chance of surviving.

The cartman employed by Bush Hill had suddenly fallen sick.
Faithful Wilcox had never missed a day, ferrying back and forth
from town to hospital, hospital to Potter's Field. Bush Hill had its
own cemetery now. Daily rations of dead could be disposed of less
conspicuously in a plot on the grounds of the estate, screened from
the horror-struck eyes of the city. No one had trusted the hospital.
Tales of bloody chaos reigning there had filtered back to the city.

Citizens believed it was a place where the doomed were stored

until they died. Fever victims would have to be dragged from their
beds into Bush Hill's cart. They'd struggle and scream, pitch them
selves from the rolling cart, beg for help when the cart passed a
rare pedestrian daring or foolish enough to be abroad in the deadly
streets.

I wondered for the thousandth time why some were stricken
some not. Dr. Rush and this Deveze dipped their hands into th
entrails of corpses, stirred the black, corrupted blood, breath

infected vapors exhaled from mortified remains. I'd observed bot

men steeped in noxious fluids expelled by their patients, yet n
ther had fallen prey to the fever. Stolid, dim Wilcox maintain

daily concourse with the sick and buried the dead for two month

before he was infected. They say a woman, undiscovered un

boiling stench drove her neighbors into the street crying for aid

was the cause of Wilcox's downfall. A large woman, bloated in
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an even more cumbersome package by gases and liquids seething
inside her body, had slipped from his grasp as he and another had
hoisted her up into the cart. Catching against a rail, her body had
slammed down and burst, spraying Wilcox like a fountain. Wilcox
did not pride himself on being the tidiest of men, nor did his job
demand one who was overfastidious, but the reeking stench from
that accident was too much even for him and he departed in a huff
to change his polluted garments. He never returned. So there I was
at Bush Hill where Rush had assigned me with my brother, to bury
the flow of dead that did not ebb just because the Charon who was
their familiar could no longer attend them.
The doctors believe they can find the secret of the fever in the
victims' dead bodies. They cut, saw, extract, weigh, measure. The
dead are carved into smaller and smaller bits and the butchered

parts studied but they do not speak. What I know of the fever I've
learned from the lips of those I've treated, the stories of the living,
that are ignored by the good doctors. When lancet and fleam bleed
the victims, they offer up stories like prayers.
It was a jaunty day. We served our white guests and after they'd
eaten, they served us at the long, linen-draped tables. A sumptuous
feast in the oak grove prepared by many and willing hands. All the

world's eyes seemed to be watching us. The city's leading men,
black and white, were in attendance to celebrate laying the comer
stone of St. Thomas Episcopal African Church. In spite of the heat

and clouds of mettlesome insects, spirits were high. A gathering
of whites and blacks in good Christian fashion to commemorate
the fruit of shared labor. Perhaps a new day was dawning. The

picnic occurred in July. In less than a month the fever burst upon
us.

When you open the dead, black or white, you find: the du

matter covering the brain is white and fibrous in appearance. Th
leptomeninges covering the brain are clear and without opaci
tions. The brain weighs 1450 grams and is formed symmetrically
Cut sections of the cerebral hemispheres reveal normal-appear
gray matter throughout. The white matter of the corpus callosu
is intact and bears no lesions. The basal ganglia are in their norm
locations and grossly appear to be without lesions. The ventri
are symmetrical and filled with crystal-clear cerebrospinal fluid
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The cerebellum is formed symmetrically. The nuclei of the cere
bellum are unremarkable. Multiple sections through the pons, me

dulla oblongata and upper brain stem reveal normal gross anat
omy. The cranial nerves are in their normal locations and unre

markable.

The muscles of the neck are in their normal locations. The

cartilages of the larynx and the hyoid bone are intact. The thyroid
and parathyroid glands are normal on their external surface. The

mucosa of the larynx is shiny, smooth and without lesions. The
vocal cords are unremarkable. A small amount of bloody material
is present in the upper trachea.
The heart weighs 380 grams. The epicardial surface is smooth,
glistening and without lesions. The myocardium of the left ventri
cle and septum are of a uniformly meaty-red, firm appearance. The
endocardial surfaces are smooth, glistening and without lesions.
The auricular appendages are free from thrombi. The valve leaflets
are thin and delicate, and show no evidence of vegetation.
The right lung weighs 400 grams. The left lung 510 grams. The
pleural surface of the lungs is smooth and glistening.
The esophageal mucosa is glistening, white and folded. The
stomach contains a large amount of black, noxious bile. A veri
form appendix is present. The ascending transverse and descending
colon reveal hemorrhaging, striations, disturbance of normal mu
cosa patterns throughout. A small amount of bloody, liquid feces
is present in the ano-rectal canal.
The liver weighs 172 grams. The spleen weighs 150 grams. The
right kidney weighs 190 grams. The left kidney weighs 180 grams.
The testes show a glistening white tunica albuginea. Sections are

unremarkable.

Dr. Rush and his assistants examined as many corpses as pos
sible in spite of the hurry and tumult of neverending attendance

on the sick. Rush hoped to prove his remedy, his analysis of the
cause and course of the fever correct. Attacked on all sides by his

medical brethren for purging and bleeding patients already in a
drastically weakened state, Rush lashed back at his detractors,
wrote pamphlets, broadsides, brandished the stinking evidence of

his postmortems to demonstrate conclusively how the sick

drowned in their own poisoned fluids. The putrefaction, the black

excess, he proclaimed, must be drained away, else the victim in
evitably succumbs.
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Dearest:

I shall not return home again until this business of the fever is
terminated. I fear bringing the dread contagion into our home. My
life is in the hands of God and as long as He sees fit to spare me I
will persist in my labors on behalf of the sick, dying and dead. We
are losing the battle. Eighty-eight were buried this past Thursday.

I tremble for your safety. Wish the lie of immunity were true.
Please let me know by way of a note sent to the residence of Dr.
Rush that you and our dear Martha are well. I pray every hour that
God will preserve you both. As difficult as it is to rise each morn
ing and go with Thomas to perform our duties, the task would be
unbearable if I did not hold in my heart a vision of these horrors
ending, a blessed shining day when I return to you and drop this
weary head upon your sweet bosom.
Allen, Allen, he called to me. Observe how even after death, the
body rejects this bloody matter from nose and bowel and mouth.
Verily, the patient who had expired at least an hour before, contin
ued to stain the cloth I'd wrapped round him. We'd searched the
rooms of a regal mansion, discovering six members of a family,
patriarch, son, son's wife and three children, either dead or in the
last frightful stages of the disease. Upon the advice of one of Dr.
Rush's most outspoken critics, they had refused mercury purges
and bleeding until now, when it was too late for any earthly rem
edy to preserve them. In the rich furnishings of this opulent man
sion, attended by one remaining servant whom fear had not driven
away, three generations had withered simultaneously, this proud
family's link to past and future cut off absolutely, the great circle

broken. In the first bedroom we'd entered we'd found William

Spurgeon, merchant, son and father, present manager of the family
fortune, so weak he could not speak, except with pained blinks of

his terrible golden eyes. Did he welcome us? Was he apologizing
to good Dr. Rush for doubting his cure? Did he fear the dark faces

of my brother and myself? Quick, too quickly, he was gone. An
swering no questions. Revealing nothing of his state of mind. A
savaged face frozen above the blanket. Ancient beyond years. Jaun

diced eyes not fooled by our busy ministrations, but staring
through us, fixed on the eternal stillness soon to come. And I
believe I learned in that yellow cast of his eyes, the exact hue of
the sky, if sky it should be called, hanging over the next world

where we abide.
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Allen, Allen. He lasted only moments and then I wrapped him
in a sheet from the chest at the foot of his canopied bed. We lifted
him into a humbler litter, crudely nailed together, the lumber still
green. Allen, look. Stench from the coffin cut through the oppres
sive odors permeating this doomed household. See. Like an infant
the master of the house had soiled his swaddling clothes. Seepage
formed a dark river and dripped between roughly jointed boards.

We found his wife where she'd fallen, naked, yellow above the
waist, black below. As always the smell presaged what we'd dis
cover behind a closed door. This woman had possessed closets of
finery, slaves who dressed, fed, bathed and painted her, and yet
here she lay, no one to cover her modesty, to lift her from the floor.
Dr. Rush guessed from the discoloration she'd been dead two days,

a guess confirmed by the loyal black maid, sick herself, who'd
elected to stay when all others had deserted her masters. The de

mands of the living too much for her. She'd simply shut the door

on her dead mistress. No breath, no heartbeat, Sir. I could not

rouse her, Sir. I intended to return, Sir, but I was too weak to move
her, too exhausted by my labors, Sir. Tears rolled down her creased

black face and I wondered in my heart how this abused and de
spised old creature in her filthy apron and turban, this frail, worn

woman, had survived the general calamity while the strong and

pampered toppled round her.

I wanted to demand of her why she did not fly out the door
now, finally freed of her burden, her lifelong enslavement to the

whims of white people. Yet I asked her nothing. Considered in
stead myself, a man who'd worked years to purchase his wife's

freedom, then his own, a so-called freeman, and here I was follow
ing in the train of Rush and his assistants, a functionary, a lackey,
insulted daily by those I risked my life to heal.
Why did I not fly? Why was I not dancing in the streets, celebrat
ing God's judgment on this wicked city? Fever made me freer than
I'd ever been. Municipal government had collapsed. Anarchy ruled.
As long as fever did not strike me I could come and go anywhere I

pleased. Fortunes could be amassed in the streets. I could sell

myself to the highest bidder, as nurse or undertaker, as surgeon
trained by the famous Dr. Rush to apply his lifesaving cure. Any

one who would enter houses where fever was abroad could demand

outrageous sums for negligible services. To be spared the fever was
a chance for anyone, black or white, to be a king.
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So why do you follow him like a loyal puppy, you confounded

black fool? He wagged his finger. You ... His finger a gaunt,

swollen-jointed, cracked-bone, chewed thing. Like the nose on his
face. The nose I'd thought looked more like finger than nose. Fool.
Fool. Finger wagging then the cackle. The barnyard braying. Ber
serk chickens cackling in his skinny, goiter knobbed throat. You

are a fool, you black son of Ham. You slack-witted, Nubian ape.
You progeny of peeping toms and orangoutangs. Who forces you
to accompany that madman Rush on his murderous tours? He kills
a hundred for every one he helps with his lame-brain, nonsensical,

unnatural, Sangrado cures. Why do you tuck your monkey tail
between your legs and skip after that butcher? Are you his shadow,
a mindless, spineless black puddle of slime with no will of its own?

You are a good man, Allen. You worry about the souls of your
people in this soulless wilderness. You love your family and your
God. You are a beacon and steadfast. Your fatal flaw is narrowness

of vision. You cannot see beyond these shores. The river, that
stinking gutter into which the city shovels its shit and extracts its
drinking water, that long suffering string of spittle winds to an
ocean. A hundred miles downstream the foamy mouth of the land
sucks on the Atlantic's teat, trade winds saunter and a whole wide

world awaits the voyager. I know, Allen. I've been everywhere.
Buying and selling everywhere.
If you would dare be Moses to your people and lead them out of
this land, you'd find fair fields for your talent. Not lapdogging or
doggy trotting behind or fetch doggy or lie doggy or doggy open

your legs or doggy stay still while I beat you. Follow the wound

that is a river back to the sea. Be gone, be gone. While there's still
time. If there is time, mon frère. If the pestilence has not settled
in you already, breathed from my foul guts into yours, even as we

speak.
Here's a master for you. A real master, Allen. The fever that's
supping on my innards. I am more slave than you've ever been. I
do its bidding absolutely. Cough up my lungs. Shit hunks of my
bowel. When I die, they say my skin will turn as black as yours
Allen.

Return to your family. Do not leave them again. Whatever the
Rushes promise, whatever they threaten.

Once, ten thousand years ago I had a wife and children. I was
like you, Allen, proud, innocent, forward looking, well spoken,
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well mannered, a beacon and steadfast. I began to believe the whis
pered promise that I could have more. More of what, I didn't ask.
Didn't know, but I took my eyes off what I loved in order to obtain

this more. Left my wife and children and when I returned they
were gone. Forever lost to me. The details are not significant.
Suffice to say the circumstances of my leaving were much like
yours. Very much like yours, Allen. And I lost everything. Became

a wanderer among men. Bad news people see coming from miles
away. A pariah. A joke. I'm not black like you, Allen. But I will
be soon. Sooner than you'll be white. And if you're ever white,
you'll be as dead as I'll be when I'm black.
Why do you desert your loved ones? What impels you to do
what you find so painful, so unjust? Are you not a man? And free?

Her sleepy eyes, your lips on her warm cheek, each time may
be the last meeting on this earth. The circumstances are similar,
my brother. My shadow. My dirty face.

The dead are legion, the living a froth on dark, layered depths.

Master Abraham. There's a gentleman to see you, Sir. The
golden-haired lad bound to me for seven years was carted across
the seas, like you, Allen, in the bowels of a leaky tub. A son to
replace my son his fathers had clubbed to death when they razed
the ghetto of Antwerp. But I could not tame the inveterate hate,

his aversion and contempt for me. From my aerie, at my desk
secluded among barrels, bolts, crates and trunks of the shop's attic,

I watched him steal, drink, fornicate. I overheard him denounce
me to a delegate sent round to collect a tithe during the emer
gency. 'Tis well known in the old country that Jews bring the
fever. Palatine Fever that slays whole cities. They carry it under
dirty fingernails, in the wimples of lizardy private parts. Pass it
on with the evil eye. That's why we hound them from our towns,

exterminate them. Beware of Master Abraham's glare. And the
black-coated vulture listened intently. I could see him totting up
the account in his small brain. Kill the Jew. Gain a shop and sturdy
prentice, too. But I survived till fever laid me low and the cart
brought me here to Bush Hill. For years he robbed and betrayed
me and all my revenge was to treat him better. Allow him to pilfer,

lie, embezzle. Let him grow fat and careless as I knew he would.

With a father's boundless kindness I destroyed him. The last sorry
laugh coming when I learned he died in agony, fever shriven, fol
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lowing by a day his Water Street French whore my indulgence
allowed him to keep.
In Amsterdam I sold diamonds, Allen. In Barcelona they plucked
hairs from my beard to fashion charms that brought ill fortune to
their enemies. There were nights in dungeons when the mantle of

my suffering was all I possessed to wrap round me and keep off
mortal cold. I cursed God for choosing me, choosing my people to

cuckold and slaughter. Have you heard of the Lamed-Vov, the

Thirty Just Men set apart to suffer the reality humankind cannot

bear? Saviors. But not Gods like your Christ. Not magicians, not
sorcerers with bags of tricks, Allen. No divine immunities. Flesh
and blood saviors. Men like we are, Allen. If man you are beneath
your sable hide. Men who cough and scratch their sores and bleed

and stink. Whose teeth rot. Whose wives and children are torn

from them. Who wander the earth unable to die, but men always,
men till God plucks them up and returns them to his side where
they must thaw ten centuries to melt the crust of earthly grief and

misery they've taken upon themselves. Ice men. Snow men. I

thought for many years I might be one of them. In my vanity. My
self-pity. My foolishness. But no. One lifetime of sorrow's enough

for me. I'm just another customer. One more in the crowd lined
up at his stall to purchase his wares.

You do know, don't you, Allen, that God is a bookseller? He
publishes one book—the text of suffering—over and over again.

He disguises it between new boards, in different shapes and sizes,

prints on varying papers, in many fonts, adds prefaces and post
scripts to deceive the buyer, but it's always the same book.

You say you do not return to your family because you don't
want to infect them. Perhaps your fear is well founded. But perhaps

it also masks a greater fear. Can you imagine yourself, Allen, as
other than you are? A free man with no charlatan Rush to blame?
The weight of your life in your hands?

You've told me tales of citizens paralyzed by fear, of slaves on
shipboard who turn to stone in their chains, their eyes boiled in
the sun. Is it not possible that you suffer the converse of this
immobility? You Sir, unable to stop an endless round of duty and
obligation. Turning pages as if the next one or the next will let you
finish the story and return to your life.
Your life, man. Tell me what sacred destiny, what nigger errand
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keeps you standing here at my filthy pallet? Fly, fly, fly away
home. Your house is on fire, your children burning.
I have lived to see the slaves free. My people frolic in the streets.

Black and white. The ones who believe they are either or both or
neither. I am too old for dancing. Too old for foolishness. But this
full moon makes me wish for two good legs. For three. Straddled
a broomstick when I was a boy. Giddyup, Giddyup. Galloping
M'Lord, M'Lady, around the yard I should be sweeping. Dust in
my wake. Chickens squawking. My eyes everywhere at once so I
would not be caught out by mistress or master in the sin of idle
ness. Of dreaming. Of following a child's inclination. My broom
steed snatched away. Become a rod across my back. Ever cautious.
Dreaming with one eye open. The eye I am now, old and gimpy
limbed, watching while my people celebrate the rumour of Old
Pharoah's capitulation.
I've shed this city like a skin, wiggling out of it tenscore and
more years, by miles and ells, fretting, twisting. Many days I did
not know whether I'd wrenched freer or crawled deeper into the
sinuous pit. Somewhere a child stood, someplace green, keeping
track, waiting for me. Hoping I'd meet him again, hoping my strug
gle was not in vain. I search that child's face for clues to my
blurred features. Flesh drifted and banked, eroded by wind and
water, the landscape of this city fitting me like a skin. Pray for
me, child. For my unborn parents I carry in this orphan's pot belly.
For this ancient face that slips like water through my fingers.
Night now. Bitter cold night. Fires in the hearths of lucky ones.

Many of us still abide in dark cellars, caves dug into the earth
below poor men's houses. For we are poorer still, burrow there,
pull earth like blanket and quilt round us to shut out cold, sleep
multitudes to a room, stacked and cross-hatched and spoonfash
ion, ourselves the fuel, heat of one body passed to others and
passed back from all to one. No wonder then the celebration does
not end as a blazing chill sweeps off the Delaware. Those who leap
and roar round the bonfires are better off where they are. They
have no place else to go.

Given the derivation of the words, you could call the deadly,
winged visitors an unpleasantness from Egypt.
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Putrid stink rattled in his nostrils. He must stoop to enter the

cellar. No answer as he shouts his name, his mission of mercy.
Earthen floor, ceiling and walls buttressed by occasional beams,
slabs of wood. Faint bobbing glow from his lantern. He sees him
self looming and shivering on the walls, a shadowy presence with
more substance that he feels he possesses at this late hour. After
a long day of visits, this hovel his last stop before returning to his

brother's house for a few hours of rest. He has learned that exhaus

tion is a swamp he can wade through and on the far side another
region where a thin trembling version of himself toils while he
observes, bemused, slipping in and out of sleep, amazed at the
likeness, the skill with which that other mounts and sustains him.
Mimicry. Puppetry. Whatever controls this other, he allows the
impostor to continue, depends upon it to work when he no longer
can. After days in the city proper with Rush, he returns to these
twisting streets beside the river that are infected veins and arteries

he must bleed.

At the rear of the cave, so deep in shadow he stumbles against
it before he sees it, is a mound of rags. When he leans over it,
speaking down into the dàrkness, he knows instantly this is the
source of the terrible smell, that something once alive is rotting
under the rags. He thinks of autumn leaves blown into mountain
ous, crisp heaps, the North wind cleansing itself and the city of
summer. He thinks of anything, any image that will rescue him
momentarily from the nauseating stench, postpone what he must
do next. He screams no, no to himself as he blinks away his wife's
face, the face of his daughter. There is no rhyme or reason in whom

the fever takes, whom it spares, but he's in the city every day,
exposed to its victims, breathing fetid air, touching corrupted

flesh. Surely if someone in his family must die, it will be him. His
clothes are drenched in vinegar, he sniffs the nostrum of gunpow
der, bark and asafoetida in a bag pinned to his coat. He's prepared

to purge and bleed himself, he's also ready and quite willing to
forego these precautions and cures if he thought surrendering his
life might save theirs. He thinks and unthinks a picture of her hair,
soft against his cheek, the wet warmth of his daughter's backside
in the crook of his arm as he carries her to her mother's side where

she'll be changed and fed. No. Like a choking mist, the smell of
decaying flesh stifles him, forces him to turn away, once, twice,
before he watches himself bend down into the brunt of it and
uncover the sleepers.
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Two Santo Domingan refugees, slave or free, no one knew for
sure, inhabited this cellar. They had moved in less than a week
before, the mother huge with child, man and woman both wracked

by fear. No one knows how long the couple's been unattended.
There was shame in the eyes and voices of the few from whom
he'd gleaned bits and pieces of the Santo Domingans' history.
Since no one really knew them and few nearby spoke their lan
guage, no one was willing to risk, etc. Except for screams one
night, no one had seen or heard signs of life. If he'd been told
nothing about them, his nose would have led him here.
He winces when he sees the dead man and woman, husband and

wife, not entwined as in some ballad of love eternal, but turned
back to back, distance between them, as if the horror were too
visible, too great to bear, doubled in the other's eyes. What had
they seen before they flung away from each other? If he could, he
would rearrange them, spare the undertakers this vision.
Rat feet and rat squeak in the shadows. He'd stomped his feet,

shooed them before he entered, hollered as he threw back the

covers, but already they were accustomed to his presence, back at
work. They'd bite indiscriminately, dead flesh, his flesh. He curses
and flails his staff against the rags, strikes the earthen floor to keep
the scavengers at bay. Those sounds are what precipitate the high
pitched cries that first frighten him, then shame him, then propel
him to a tall packing crate turned on its end, atop which another
crate is balanced. Inside the second wicker container which had
imported some item from some distant place into this land, twin

brown babies hoot and wail.

We are passing over the Dismal Swamp. On the right is the
Appalachian range, some of the oldest mountains on earth. Once
there were steep ridges and valleys all through here but erosion off

the mountains created landfill several miles deep in places. This
accounts for the rich loamy soil of the region. Over the centuries
several southern states were formed from this gradual erosion. The

cash crops of cotton and tobacco so vital to southern prosperity

were ideally suited to the fertile soil.

Yeah, I nurse these old funky motherfuckers, all right. White
people, specially old white people, lemme tell you, boy, them
peckerwoods stink. Stone dead fishy wet stink. Talking all the
time bout niggers got B.O. Well, white folks got the stink and gone,
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man. Don't be putting my hands on them, neither. Never. Huh
uh. If I touch them, be wit gloves. They some nasty people, boy.
And they don't be paying me enough to take no chances wit my
health. Matter of fact they ain't paying me enough to really be
expecting me to work. Yeah. Starvation wages. So I ain't hardly
touching them. Or doing much else either. Got to smoke a ciga
rette to get close to some of them. Piss and shit theyselves like
babies. They don't need much taking care anyway. Most of them
three quarters dead already. Ones that ain't is crazy. Nobody don't

want them round, that's why they here. Talking to theyselves.
Acting like they speaking to a roomful of people and not one soul
in the ward paying attention. There's one old black dude, must be
a hundred, he be muttering away to hisself nonstop everyday. Piti
ful, man. Hope I don't never get that old. Shoot me, bro, if I start

to getting old and fucked up in body and mind like them. Don't
want no fools like me hanging over me when I can't do nothing
no more for my ownself. Shit. They ain't paying me nothing so
that's what I do. Nothing. Least I don't punch em or tease em or
steal they shit like some the staff. And I don't pretend I'm God
like these so-called professionals and doctors flittin round here
drawing down that long bread. Naw. I just mind my own business,

do my time. Cop a little TV, sneak me a joint when nobody's
around. It ain't all that bad, really. Long as I ain't got no old lady
and crumb crushers. Don't know how the married cats make it
on the little bit of chump change they pay us. But me, I'm free. It
ain't that bad, really.
By the time his brother brought him the news of their deaths ...

Almost an afterthought. The worst, he believed, had been over
come. Only a handful of deaths the last weeks of November. The
city was recovering. Commerce thriving. Philadelphia must be re
victualed, refueled, rebuilt, reconnected to the countryside, to
markets foreign and domestic, to products, pleasures and appetites
denied during the quarantine months of the fever. A new century
would soon be dawning. We must forget the horrors. The Mayor
proclaims a new day. Says let's put the past behind us. Of the
eleven who died in the fire he said extreme measures were neces

sary as we cleansed ourselves of disruptive influences. The cost
could have been much greater he said I regret the loss of life,
especially the half-dozen kids, but I commend all city officials, all
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John Edgai Wideman
volunteers who helped return the city to the arc of glory that is its
proper destiny.

When they cut him open, the one who decided to stay, to be a
beacon and steadfast, they will find: liver (172 grams), spleen (150

grams), right kidney (190 grams), left kidney (180 grams), brain
(1450 grams), heart (380 grams) and right next to his heart, the
miniature hand of a child, frozen in a grasping gesture, fingers like
hard tongues of flame, still reaching for the marvel of the beating
heart, fascinated still, though the heart is cold, beats not, the hand

as curious about this infinite stillness as it was about thump and
heat and quickness.
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